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’ INTRODUCTION

Flexible electronics are of great interest because of their
flexibility characteristics and their low processing costs. Soft
materials such as organic or polymer materials play an important
role in device fabrication. For organic light-emitting diodes,
organic photovoltaic devices, and organic thin film transistors,
conductive polymers are used as active materials and carrier
transport layers.1�10 Among the numerous conductive poly-
mers, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/polystyrene sulfonic
acid (PEDOT:PSS) is an important material in the creation of
organic electronic devices because of its high conductivity and
transparency. Commercial PEDOT:PSS is an aqueous disper-
sion, so many research groups have adopted a spin-casting
process to fabricate thin films for investigation of its micro-
structure.

To date, the pancake microstructure model is the most
accepted for PEDOT:PSS thin films.11�18 Lang et al.18 used
high-angle annular dark field scanning TEM to correlate the
relationship between the morphology and the elementary do-
main of the PEDOT:PSS thin films. They concluded that the

spatial distribution of the PEDOT:PSS influences the carrier
transport property of the film. Ionescu-Zanetti et al.19 investi-
gated the relationship between topography and corresponding
current images of spin-casted PEDOT:PSS thin films. They
report that the PEDOT and PSS lamella alternate in vertically
directed regions of higher conductivity. Additionally, the step-
like structure ensures that carriers can transport through the
continuous domain of the PEDOT in a direction that is parallel
to the surface. Using this pancake-like model, Nardes et al.20

advanced the same structural model proposed by Lang et al. to
explain the different transport mechanisms observed for both
lateral and vertical directions within the PEDOT:PSS film.

Subsequently, many research groups found that incorporating
an organic solvent21�23 or salt24 into the PEDOT:PSS aqueous
solution could improve the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS thin
films. They speculated that their organic solvents with large
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ABSTRACT: We offer a novel approach to improve the performance of
P3HT/TiO2 hybrid photovoltaic devices by incorporating either hydroxyl- or
amino-functionalized silica nanodots (SND�OH or SND�NH2) into the
hole transport layer of the PEDOT:PSS. The SNDs serve as screens between
conducting polymer and ionomer PSS to improve the phase separation and
charge transport of the PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer. The power
conversion efficiency (PCE) was thus improved by 1.45 and 2.61 fold for
devices fabricated with PEDOT:PSS containing 1 wt % of SND�OH
(SND�OH device) and 1 wt % of SND�NH2 (SND�NH2 device), respec-
tively, when compared with the devices fabricated by neat PEDOT:PSS. The
increase in PCE arises from an increase in short circuit currents, which are
affected by the phase separation of PEDOT:PSS with possessing incorpo-
rated SNDs. The low surface potential of hydroxyl-functionalized SNDs
(SND�OH) is easily aggregated in the PEDOT:PSS solution and forms large-sized phase separation in the PEDOT:PSS film. The
aggregation of SND�OH causes slight decreases in the resistance of PEDOT:PSS thin film from (61( 1 to 69( 4)� 106 Ohm/
square and a decrease in the shielding effects of the SNDs. In contrast, the high surface potential of amino-functionalized SNDs are
dispersed uniformly in the PEDOT:PSS solution and form morphologies with small-sized domains in the PEDOT:PSS film. As a
result, the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS thin films is decreased from (61 ( 1 to 46 ( 3) � 106 Ohm/square. Therefore, the
SND�NH2 device exhibits greater performance over the SND�OH devices.
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dipole moments or ions that exhibit high binding energies
interact with the electropositive PEDOT chain and electroneg-
ative PSS chain, respectively. This would induce a strong screen-
ing effect between the positively charged PEDOT and negatively
charged PSS dopant. Therefore, the localization length of
the PEDOT:PSS domain in the complex could be extended.
This lowers the effective energy barrier for the charge carrier to
hop between individual PEDOT grains. Unfortunately, these
studies donot show the applicationof suchhighly conductivePEDOT:
PSS thin films.21�24 The correlation between conductivity of
PEDOT:PSS thin films and the performance of such device has
not been systematically investigated.

Previously, we demonstrated that the luminance of organic
light-emitting diodes can be increased by 100% by using PEDOT:
PSS that contained different functionalized silica nanodots
(SNDs).25,26 We speculate that the improvement results from
the blocking and trapping effect of the various functionalized
SNDs. Here we have incorporated different functionalized SNDs
into the hole transport layer of PEDOT:PSS, improving the
performance of P3HT/TiO2 hybrid photovoltaic device. We
systematically investigated the effects of different functionalized
SNDs on the morphology and electrical properties of PEDOT:
PSS thin films. We have thus deduced their relationship with the
device’s performance.

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All chemicals were purchased from Acros without purification.
The SNDs were prepared by hydrolysis and condensation of
sodium metasilicate according to the literature.27 The resulting
SNDs in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution were ∼10 wt %, and
the SND surface was capped with hydroxyl functional groups
(SND�OH). We reacted (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane
(APTES) with the hydroxyl functional group of SND�OH to
obtain amino-functionalized SNDs (SND�NH2). First, we
diluted the APTES to 0.1 wt % with THF; then, an APTES
solution was mixed with the SND�OH solution by a volume
ratio of 1:16. This mixture of APTES and SND�OH solution
was then set for 24 h at 4 �C. A zeta potential analyzer (90Plus/
BI-MAS, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation) was used to
measure the surface potential of the SND�NH2 to ensure
complete surface modification.

To fabricate PEDOT:PSS thin films that are incorporated with
different weight ratios of SNDs, the following procedure was
used: First, the PEDOT:PSS solution (Baytron P VP AI 4083)
was filtered through a 0.20 μm PVDF filter. This filtered solution
was then blended with various weight ratios of two SNDs,
respectively, to make two different PEDOT:PSS/SNDs solu-
tions. A thin film of each PEDOT:PSS/SNDs was prepared by
spin coating upon different types of substrate and then baked at
120 �C for 40 min. Atomic force microscopy (Digital Instru-
ments, Nanoscopes III) was used to study the thin film’s mor-
phology. A four-point probe with a high-voltage source meter
(Keithley model 2410) was used to measure the electrical
properties of the different PEDOT:PSS/SNDs thin films.

The synthesis and surface modification of anatase TiO2

nanorods was based on our previous report.28 The conductive
polymer P3HT was synthesized by Industrial Technology Re-
search Institute of Taiwan; the molecular weight of P3HT is
65 kDa, and polydispersity (PDI) and regioregularity (RR) are
1.39 ( 0.06 and >95%, respectively.

To add PEDOT:PSS/SNDs into P3HT/TiO2 photovoltaic
devices so they will act as a hole transport layer, the following
fabrication process was used: the PEDOT:PSS/SNDs thin film
was spin coated onto a clean ITO glass at 5000 rpm for 1 min and
then dried at 120 �C for 40 min. The photoactive layer was
prepared by adding the hybrid solution of P3HT/TiO2 nanorods
with a weight ratio of 47:53 in the same manner as our previous
study.28 This hybrid solution was spin coated onto the PEDOT:
PSS/SNDs thin film with the thickness of the photoactive layer
around 120 nm. To reduce charge recombination at the interface
between the active layer and the cathode, a ∼20 nm TiO2

nanorods layer was deposited on the active layer to serve as a
hole blocking layer. Next, the sample was stored in a glovebox for
1 day to remove the sample’s solvent. Upon completion of the
above steps, 100 nm of aluminum was deposited to use as the
cathode. A solar simulator (Newport, model 66902) and voltage
source meter (Keithley, model 2410) were used for device
measurements.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows that the size of SND�OH is <10 nm when it
was prepared by hydrolysis and condensation of sodium
metasilicate.25,27 The SND�NH2 was synthesized by reacting
the hydroxyl group of SND�OH with (3-aminopropyl)-
triethoxysilane (APTES) as shown in Figure 2. Accordingly,
the surface potential of SND�OH increased from�5 to +27mV
after surface modification. The surface potential of SND�NH2

did not vary when added to an increasing amount of APTES in

Figure 1. TEM image of as synthesized SND�OH.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of surface modification on SND�OH for
producing SND�NH2. The outer sphere around the SND�NH2 is a
monolayer of APTES.
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SND�OH solution. This result indicates that the surface of
SND�OHwas completely modified by the APTES by placing an
NH2 group on the surface of the SNDs.

In this study, we used the four-point probe method to evaluate
the electrical properties of different PEDOT:PSS thin films that
contain different amount of either SND�OH or SND�NH2.
Recall that the SND�OH and SND�NH2 were prepared in
THF solution; when the nanodots were mixed with the PEDOT:
PSS solution (to prepare different PEDOT:PSS/SNDs thin
films), THF remained in solution, possibly affecting the prepara-
tion and final properties of the thin film. Therefore, we analyzed
the films prepared using PEDOT:PSS solution both (THF for
proper comparison. Our results are summarized in Table 1. The
PEDOT:PSS containing THF (THF sample) exhibits no sig-
nificant differences in conductivity as compared with the neat
PEDOT:PSS (P sample). However, for the samples containing
SND�OH, their sheet resistances are somewhat higher than that
of both PEDOT:PSS(THF. The resistance of the PEDOT:PSS
thin film increases slightly upon increasing the amount of
SND�OH in the PEDOT:PSS. In contrast, samples containing
SND�NH2 exhibited an improved conductivity. The extent of
enhancement is shown to increase with increasing amounts of
SND�NH2 in PEDOT:PSS. The different effects observed in
the sheet resistance of the two nanodots on our PEDOT:PSS
thin film may arise from the corresponding surface potential of
either SND�OH or SND�NH2. In the neat PEDOT:PSS
aqueous solution, PEDOT and PSS associated with one another
because of their opposing charges. The negatively charged PSS
may help to enhance dispersion of PEDOT into the aqueous
solution, thus improving the conductivity of the PEDOT poly-
mer chain. Nardes et al.20 concluded that the formation of a
continuous and insulating PSS lamella structure in PEDOT:
PSS thin film dramatically reduces the conductivity. Organic
solvents21�23 with high dipole moments such as dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were added to the PEDOT:PSS to shield
the attraction force between the positively charged PEDOT and
negatively charged PSS dopants.21�23 We have adapted this
shielding mechanism produced by high dipole moment organic
solvent and refer to it as “shielding effect” in this discussion of our
study. This shielding effect allows for a more continuous trans-
port path and thus decreases the probability of carrier hopping
within the PEDOT:PSS thin film. To clarify the mechanism of

the observed sheet resistance changes in the films of PEDOT:
PSS containing SNDs, we employed AFM to study the morphol-
ogy of the films. We have thus established the relationship
between morphology and electrical properties.

In organic photovoltaic devices, the PEDOT:PSS not only
acts as the carrier’s transport layer but also modifies the rough
surface of ITO glass substrates. The presence of a PEDOT:PSS
hole transport layer in the device can reduce possible charge
recombination from direct contact between the active layer and
the ITO electrode. The roughness of the ITO glass (Figure 3a)
decreases from 53 to 26 nm after deposition of PEDOT:PSS
upon the ITO glass (Figure 3c). The roughness of PEDOT:PSS
on ITO was further reduced from 26 to 20 nm by incorporating
THF into the PEDOT:PSS (Figure 3e). We have included the
corresponding phase images for ITO, PEDOT:PSS/ITO, and
PEDOT:PSS-THF/ITO in Figure 3b,d,f, respectively. The insets
of Figure 4a�d show that there are no obvious differences in
topography images among different PEDOT:PSS/SNDs sam-
ples. However, the surface roughness of the samples increased
with increasing amounts of nanodots in the PEDOT:PSS.
Furthermore, the extent of increase is much larger for our
PEDOT:PSS/SND�OH samples as compared with that of the
PEDOT:PSS/SND�NH2 samples. (See Table 1 and Figure S1
of the Supporting Information.) To understand the differences in
roughness among the different PEDOT:PSS/SNDs samples,
phase images for the corresponding PEDOT:PSS/SNDs sam-
ples were also recorded. The phase images of two PEDOT:PSS/
SNDs samples clearly show that the phase domain becomesmore

Table 1. Compositions and Properties of Different PEDOT:
PSS Thin Films

sample

type of

nanodota
SND

(wt %)b

PEDOT:

PSS

(wt %)

roughness

(nm)c

sheet

resistance

(106 ohm)

P 0 100.0 26 61 ( 1

THF 0 100.0 20 62 ( 2

O-0.1 SND�OH 0.1 99.9 22 67 ( 3

O-1 SND�OH 1.0 99.0 40 69 ( 4

N-0.1 SND�NH2 0.1 99.9 27 62 ( 2

N-1 SND�NH2 1.0 99.0 32 46 ( 3
a Surface potential of nanodot solution: SND�OH is �5 mV; SND�
NH2 is 27 mV. bTHF is the solvent of nanodot solution and is
evaporated off in the fabrication of PEDOT:PSS/SNDs thin film. The
THF sample is prepared by adding the same amount of THF in the
nanodot sample into the P sample as a control. cRoughness was
determined by the atomic force microscopy.

Figure 3. AFM topographic images and phase images, respectively, of
(a,b) ITO substrate, (c,d) PEDOT:PSS/ITO substrate, and (e,f) PEDOT:
PSS containing 1.2 vol % THF/ITO.
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transparent with increasing amounts of SNDs (Figure 4a�d).
These results indicate both SND�OH and SND�NH2 can induce
the phase separation between the conductive polymer PEDOT and
the ionomer PSS. Consider the domain size in the AFM phase
images: the SND�OH samples (Figure 4e) have larger domain
sizes than that of the SND�NH2 samples (Figure 4f). This feature
may result from a small surface potential (�5 mV) of SND�OH,
that allows easy aggregation in the PEDOT:PSS solution. This
makes the phase domain larger than that of the SND�NH2

samples. The large-sized SND�OH aggregate may become the
center of carrier trapping and recombination, which explains the
increased sheet resistance for samples prepared from PEDOT:PSS
containing SND�OH. Furthermore, the small, granular structure
observed in the phase images of the SND�NH2 samples indicates
that the SND�NH2 can disperse well into the PEDOT:PSS
solution and thus induce a stronger phase separation between the
conductive polymer of PEDOT and the ionomer of PSS. As a result,
the phase separation by SND�NH2 forms a more continuous
transport path that is composed of the conductive polymer PEDOT.
It also reduces the probability of carrier trapping. Xia et al.24 have
found similar results regarding conductivity enhancement in PEDOT:
PSS films when using different salt treatment. We suspect that
the effect of SNDs with high surface potentials on the enhancement
of conductivity is the same as that of charged metal ions. However,
metal ions can become the center of charge trapping and erode the
structure of the device. Because the SNDs have high surface
potentials, they avoid these problems and are more suitable for

use in the fabrication of organic photovoltaic devices. Furthermore,
the differences in surface potential between SND�OH and
SND�NH2 not only influences the aggregation size and dispersion
of the SNDs in solution but also affects the degree of phase
separation in the PEDOT:PSS polymer complex. Therefore, the
SND�OH samples exhibit a larger domain size and lower con-
ductivity than that of the SND�NH2 samples. The changes of
phase separation due to incorporating different SNDs into PEDOT:
PSS are sketched in Figure 5. For SND�OH samples, the
low surface potential of SND�OH induces only weak phase
separation between PEDOT and PSS. Therefore, this results in
large SND�OH aggregations in the PEDOT:PSS films containing
SND�OH. Notably, the SND�NH2 with a high surface potential
dispersed well and also effectively shielded the attractive force
between the PEDOT and PSS in the PEDOT:PSS films containing
SND�NH2. Therefore, a smaller domain size was observed in the
PEDOT:PSS containing SND�NH2 thin film.

Finally, we compared the device performances of P3HT/TiO2

hybrid photovoltaic device that incorporated either SND�OH
or SND�NH2 into the hole transport layer of the PEDOT:PSS.
To exclude the effect of the THF solvent, we also fabricated a
device using PEDOT:PSS containing THF as a reference con-
trol. Figure 6a is the I�V characteristics of the different devices,
and Figure 6b illustrates the structure of the devices. The results
of the device’s performance are summarized in Table 2. We
found that the performance of the device using PEDOT:PSS
containing THF had no obvious change from that of the device
using neat PEDOT:PSS. This indicates that THF functions only

Figure 4. AFM phase images (5 μm� 5 μm) of PEDOT:PSS thin film
incorporated with (a) 0.1 wt % SND�OH, (b) 1 wt % SND�OH,
(c) 0.1 wt % SND�NH2, and (d) 1 wt % SND�NH2, and the large
magnification AFM phase images (1 μm � 1 μm) of PEDOT:PSS thin
film incorporated with (e) 1 wt % SND�OH or (f) 1 wt % SND�NH2.
The insets of panels a�d are AFM topographic images of corresponding
samples.

Figure 5. Schematic structure of PEDOT:PSS (a) before and (b) after
incorporating SND�OH and SND�NH2.
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as a solvent and has no effect on the electrical property of the
PEDOT:PSS. This is consistent with our above discussion on
the electrical properties of different PEDOT:PSS film types
(Table 1). On the other hand, there was a 45 and 160%
improvement in power conversion efficiency (PCE) for the hole
transport layer of PEDOT:PSS devices that contain either 1 wt %
of SND�OH (SND�OH device) or SND�NH2 (SND�NH2

device), respectively, when compared with a device using neat
PEDOT:PSS. Such improvement in device performance for
PEDOT:PSS/SNDs samples mainly arises from the enhanced
short circuit current density overran open circuit voltage and fill
factor. We surmise that the SNDs in the PEDOT:PSS not only
control phase separation between PEDOT and PSS but also are
the recombination center as charge is transported through it.
These two different mechanisms compete with each other during
the operation of the device. Such competition results in the
fill factor of the PEDOT:PSS/SND�NH2 device falling only
slightly due to well-dispersed SND�NH2 in PEDOT:PSS. In
contrast, the open circuit voltage and fill factor of the PEDOT:
PSS/SND�OHdevice decreases due to the presence of the large
SND�OH aggregates in the PEDOT:PSS. Interestingly, the
presence of either SND�OHor SND�NH2 in the PEDOT:PSS
enhances the efficiency of charge injection of the P3HT/TiO2

hybrid photovoltaic device. That means both SND�OH and
SND�NH2 could induce phase separation between the PEDOT
and PSS. Despite this, the extent of phase separation is affected by
the surface potential and aggregated size of SNDs producing a
differential improvement in device performance.

’CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we offer a novel approach for improving the
performance of P3HT/TiO2 hybrid photovoltaic devices by

incorporating functionalized SNDs into hole transport layer of
PEDOT:PSS. Increasing the amount of SNDs can increase the
extent of phase separation of PEDOT:PSS films. The domain
size of PEDOT:PSS containing SND�NH2 is smaller than that
of SND�OH, causing an increase in the conductivity of
PEDOT:PSS. To our PEDOT:PSS thin films, we added 1 wt %
SNDs to serve as a hole transport layer in the device. Doing so
increased thePCE from 0.38 to 0.55% and to 0.99% using
SND�OH and SND�NH2, respectively. The improvement
mainly arise from increased short circuit current density, which
makes us believe that the incorporation of SNDs enhances the
carrier transport of the PEDOT:PSS layer in the P3HT/TiO2

hybrid photovoltaic device.
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